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Amr Soliman is an Egyptian architect and businessman; the founder of DMG some 27 years ago. He has 

reflected his vision of life and approach to business in DMG – an abbreviation for Dar Al Mimar Group, where 

the name reflects the warmth of home: “Dar”, the power of the “Group” and the enthusiasm to develop and 

build landmarks through “Mimar” / Architecture. 

Amr has originally started DMG as an architectural design house; a venue to deliver superior designs that 

aimed to add real value to the lives of his clients. Later on, he extended his business to contracting in order to 

have the chance to transfer the value and the spirit of the designs his company produced into successful real 

life houses and buildings. In a continuous aspiration for excellence, he kept expanding the business and 

completing the value chain: from design to contracting to landscape to fine finishing to facilities management, 

all the way to a complete, professional, integrated engineering group in 2005. Throughout this journey, he has 

coupled practical experience with specialized diplomas in business and real estate.  

With the engineering foundation built and well established, Amr moved to the next step of his vision, 

introducing Mountain View as a professional real estate development company in 2005. Capitalizing on the 

powerful engineering arm and an innovative approach to real estate, Mountain View quickly evolved from 

developing small premium communities and mini-compounds, all the way to city-scale developments that 

integrate different life activities from residence to recreation, shopping, business and working environments. 

Together with members of the DMG family, Amr spent the years from 2010 to 2015 consolidating the group 

companies with the latest in business and management systems, manning all the key strategic posts with the 

best calibers in the market, transforming the group into a leading conglomerate that blends a unique local 

flavor with both multinational experience and leading edge systems.  

With the group companies strongly established and professionally led by members of the DMG family, Amr is 

moving gradually from management and its chores, directing his full attention to innovation and development, 

concentrating on developing superiorly designed communities for a happier life. His vision of happiness builds 

on a practical approach that evolves from the DMG family, to DMG clients, then the whole community.  

In addition to leading development and innovation, and catalyzing business across different DMG companies, 

Amr Soliman spends considerable parts of his time on social and humanitarian activities as an active and 

founding partner of a number of charities and social responsibility institutions, including “The Egyptian Food 

Bank,” and “Terous.” He has participated in founding the AUC Real Estate Academy Program and is one of the 

referees of its graduation project.  

Amr Soliman is living in Cairo with his wife and 4 sons at different stages of education.  
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